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didnt get the new weapon yet, but the 2 levels are amazingly well done. Lots of new quality voiceacting, two solid maps that I'll
take any day over something like Summoner's Peak. A bossfight that is a breath of fresh air to the gameplay. And to top it all
off an extremely satisfying weapon. Is it worth the full price for most people? Probably not. Get it on a sale. If you're an
enthusiast though, go for it.. Where the last DLC, Karak Azgaraz, battered players with snow as they explored a Dwarfen
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fortress high in the Grey Mountains, the new adventure will introduce another form of precipitation. The forecast is a 100%
chance of rain as you journey to the small market town of Stromdorf and the surrounding hills, a u201cwet and wildu201d area
of the Old World just to the north of Ubersreik, Vermintideu2019s main setting. A courier carrying important information has
gone missing and naturally the Skaven are involved and up to no good, so off you go to stop them. It looks like Stromdorf is a
bit slimmer than Karak Azgaraz, adding two new levels where the last DLC added three, and one new weapon (a big sword for
Markus Kruber) instead of two. I got it on sale and got my money's worth out of it already. New Sword for Kruber is amazing !
Need a Halberd / Asrai Speer next, pls !!! Best dlc in order for me by a mile 1. Karak Azgaraz 2. Castle Drachenfels 3.
Stromdorf Best dlc weapons in order for me 1. Executioneru2019s Sword ! 2. Volley Crossbow ! 3. Glaive / Falchion / Pick .
(they are all fantastic n fun to use !) It's your call what you buy or don't, I buy this stuff to support the game.. Wasn't happy with
this DLC. One of the worst paid DLC for Verms. They seem to be charging about the same as what they do for 3 full maps and
2 weps but now the content is cut in half. I won't be playing these much after the initial release.. Pretty fine DLC, which worth
its money. Here you may find sunny fields, rainy city streets, stormy shores and foggy weather. Moreover, you will encounter
almost all kind of environments which were in the original pack of missions or previous DLCs: open shiny landscape as in
Karak Azgaraz, gloomy dungeon (with the torch!) from the Drachenfels and an urban part from the original game: marketplatz,
and a graveyard (with barrel throwing). Furthermore you may even find the Inn with the music from the Mitterfruhl event. Oh,
and of course, achievements, new dialogues, one new(?) weapon for the soldier and long-awaited killable boss . EDIT: In some
sort it's an experimental DLC, with its pros and cons, where developers combined everything that already was in game and
implemented some new things, such as: wide opened hilly terrain (but unfortunately you will be saddened by frequent invisible
walls), a tall tower (from which you can jump, and where bots like to get stuck), a lot of twisted backstreets, applying of the
barrel to destroy the obscruction for the tome , the boss fight itself and the new weapon (although it looks like the same two-
handed sword, it is, by far, the most powerful DLC weapon Fatshark has ever made, which has x5 headshot multiplier, infinite
targets, which makes this weapon an insane killing machine, and, of course, the new headshot sound! No wonder if it would be
nerfed). All in all, this experiment worth a try.. While a smaller expansion than the previous paid-DLC's Stromdorf is still a
welcomed add on.
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